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This  document  lists  the  specifics  and tenets  of  Daenthar  and his  faith,  along with  the  details
considering his clerics.

THE PRAXIS OF DAENTHAR

Use the bounty below the earth,

for it is there waiting for your hand.

Do your best to build,

so that others may build upon your works in turn.

Give thanks to those who came before you,

as their work is the foundation of your future.

Description:  Daenthar,  the Mountain Lord, Greater God of Earth and Industry,  Sworn Ally of
Dwarfkin is a young, dynamic god. He took control of his demesne during the tumultuous Age of
Legends. The stories say that before his ascent to godhood he was one of the rare crossbreeds
between dwarf and man, born from the love between a dwarven noble and a human princess. 

In his life as a legendary hero,  Daenthar was an inventor prince,  a warrior of technology and
progress. He built cities, guided the development of infrastructure, and brought a great utopian
peace upon the land he reigned. His ascension was caused by tragedy: mauled and disfigured in a
great  battle  against  the  forces  of  primal  Chaos,  his  final  act  was  to  invent  immortal  divinity
through faith,  metal and will.  In divinity,  Daenthar’s  domain is  stone and earth as  applied to
industry and development.

Daenthar is depicted as a tall,  handsome, bearded man, whose body is half construct and half
flesh. He is a benevolent, orderly god, encouraging acts of invention and craftsmanship to advance
society. His worship revolves around the hard, reliable truths of stone and metal. He also is one of
the few gods to carry a standing with the dwarven race, due to his background, history and deeds. 

Daenthar is one of the few divines willing to bargain with sorcerers and wizards in addition to
offering his protection and grace to the faithful. Progress and industry sometimes requires wild
inspiration from strange sources.
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Aligned deities:
Auranne, the Expectant
Loptir, God of Hearthfire
Nekthelos, the Knowing Hand

Opposing deities:
Nimlurun, the Unclean One
Cadixtat, Chaos Titan
Melniscar, the Infinite Order
Creostrax, Goddess of Excess

Services of the Church: Daenthar’s church can be found in most larger settlements and cities, as its
core goal is to advance the well-being and progress of civilization. The cathedrals and convents of
the church are always architectural marvels, and healing, information and craft services may all be
acquired through the  faithful  of  Daenthar.  Their  strange  machines  and constructs  are  created
through a combination of faith and inspired science, and often confound the mundane laws of
mechanics and magic.

                                                                    

Cleric description:

Symbol: The symbol of Daenthar is the Mark of the Mountain. Most clerics and followers wear it
on a chain on their person, or carve it into their tools and vestments.

Weapon proficiencies: Club, staff, mace, warhammer, maul and crossbow. 

Special: Daenthar awards his followers the following abilities.

• Followers of Daenthar can detect constructions and architectural details, receiving a bonus
equal to their class level to such perception and investigation checks. This skill can be used
to  search  for  secret  doors  or  traps,  or  to  identify  the  mechanics  of  locks  or  other
contraptions.

• The  dwarven  tongue  is  sacred  to  the  worship  of  Daenthar.  Clerics  of  Daenthar
automatically gain the language upon initiation.

• Clerics of Daenthar may be granted access to the spells Mending, Wizard Staff, Breathe Life,
Make Potion, Sword Magic, Write Magic  and Transmute Earth (from the wizard spell list, all
from the DCC rulebook). The spells function as described, with minor modifications: the
creations of Daenthar’s clerics are a combination of science and divine inspiration, and the
results should reflect this. The creations are essentially mechanical or scientific objects and
materials that shouldn’t work but somehow do.

• Major lay on hands checks (any healing of 3 or more dice, and any attempts to heal broken
body parts or organ damage) by clerics of Daenthar require metal to channel the divine
inspiration.  The resulting healing is a  combination of  metal  and flesh,  and the metal is
consumed in the process (the change to the target’s body is cosmetic, unless the Judge rules
otherwise).

Turn unholy: Chaotic undead and extraplanar creatures, devils, demons, Chaos Primes, chaotic
dragons, chaotic humanoids, servants of opposing deities and all constructs by chaotic creators.
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Disapproval Table: Clerics of Daenthar use the following disapproval table.

Roll Disapproval

0 or less
The cleric must atone for their sins. They can do nothing but recite the praxis
of Daenthar, and meditate upon the nature of industry and progress for the
next 10 minutes, starting as soon as they’re not in immediate danger.

1
The cleric must atone for their sins. They can do nothing but recite the praxis
of Daenthar, and ritualistically inscribe the formulae of creation for the next 10
minutes, starting as soon as they’re not in immediate danger.

2

The cleric must pray for forgiveness as soon as they’re able. They must spend
a  full  hour  in  prayer  and  meditation  starting  as  soon  as  they  are  out  of
immediate danger. Failure to complete the prayer within 120 minutes incurs a
-1 penalty to all spell checks until prayer is complete.

3

The cleric incurs an immediate -1 to all spell checks until they offer mundane
aid to someone in need. Additionally, they feel a powerful drive to solve any
mechanical challenges they come across until the next day (DC 5 Will save to
avoid behaving in an obsessive manner).

4

The cleric undergoes the test of humility. For the remainder of the day they
must treat all lawful characters and creatures as their superiors. Failure to do
so results in loss of all spellcasting ability including healing for the remainder
of the day.

5 The cleric must increase Daenthar’s power with a new follower. They incur a
-1 penalty to spell checks until they convert a new follower to the faith.

6
The cleric incurs Daenthar’s ire: a -1 to spell checks for a day, and they feel a
strong urge to lead from the front for the duration of the effect (DC 5 Will save
to resist).

7

The cleric immediately incurs a -4 penalty to the spell or ability that caused the
disapproval. This lasts until the next day. Additionally, for the duration they
must endeavour to aid all  lawful characters  and creatures they meet,  if  so
requested (suffer an additional -1 to all rolls if refused).

8
The  cleric  loses  access  to  one  randomly  determined 1st  level  spell  for  the
remainder of the day.  Additionally,  for the duration they suffer a -1 to all
checks if not in physical contact with earth or stone.

9
The cleric immediately incurs a -2 penalty to all spell checks until the next day.
Also, for the duration they must attempt to solve any problems they encounter
(DC 10 Will save to resist urge).

10

The cleric must endure the test of understanding. They are suffer 1d3 damage
to INT and STR. The damage heals at the normal rate, but cannot be healed in
other  means.  Additionally,  for  the  duration,  divine  inspiration  is  partially
denied  from  them:  they  cannot  comprehend  even  the  simplest  tools  or
mechanical structures.

11 The cleric is ordered to meditate upon the balance between earth and industry.
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The cleric  incurs  a  -2  penalty  to  all  spell  checks.  The  only  way to  lift  the
penalty is to meditate: each full day of meditation the cleric can make a DC 15
Will save to remove the penalty. Alternately, they can advance industry by
deed (Judge’s discretion) or donation (250 gp minimum to rid themselves of
the penalty without meditation.

12
The cleric is temporarily disowned by Daenthar. Until they advance progress
of industry either by deed (Judge’s discretion) or donation (250 gp minimum)
they cannot gain EXP.

13
The  cleric  loses  access  to  two  random  1st  level  spells  until  they  advance
progress of industry either by deed (Judge’s discretion) or donation (250 gp
minimum).

14

Calculate the clerics net worth in gold pieces. The cleric incurs a permanent -4
penalty to spell checks, which persists until they have rid themselves 40% of
this value; each 10% increment drops the penalty by -1. The wealth has to be
used to advance the progress of industry. 

15

Daenthar is not pleased. The clerics disapproval does not reset the following
day. The next  day things reset as normal.  Also,  the Mark of  the Mountain
appears on their  body as a permanent metallic  inlay,  roll  d6 for  metal:  (1)
platinum; (2) electrum; (3) gold; (4) silver; (5) copper; (6) iron. The mark causes
no physical discomfort, and contains 5 coins worth of the relevant metal.

16
The cleric’s ability to lay on hands is restricted for 1d7 days. Also, they the
skin and flesh on one of their body parts begins to resemble carved, polished
stone (change is cosmetic, but obvious).

17
The cleric loses access to 1d5+1 spells until the next day. Also, small muscles
and tendons upon their body are replaced by divine mechanisms (the change
is partial and cosmetic).

18

The cleric is temporarily unable to turn creatures, the effect persists for 1d14
days. Additionally, a random part of their body is replaced by cut gems. Roll
d4 for body part: (1) eyes; (2) teeth; (3) nose; (4) nails; and d for gemstone: (1)
diamond; (2) ruby; (3) sapphire; (4) emerald; (5) amethyst; (6) topaz. The body
part  still  functions  as  usual,  and  the  gems  are  mundane  and  valuable  if
removed (removal obviously damages the cleric suitably).

19

Daenthar withholds the cleric’s healing powers for 2d7 days. Additionally, a
random  body  part  (limb,  organ,  head,  etc.)  turns  into  a  piece  of  divine
machinery.  The  change  is  mainly  cosmetic  and  the  cleric’s  body  remains
functional, but the piece only functions on divine inspiration: it will fail if the
cleric ever falls in disfavour with Daenthar.

20 or more

Daenthar is disappointed with the cleric’s endeavours, and chooses to guide
them personally. The cleric’s body takes on the features of their god: they are
part divine machine, part flesh. Daenthar personally guides them at times and
not all of their actions are their own (Judge’s discretion, no saves allowed). The
effect  persists  until  Daenthar  deems  the  cleric  worthy  again  (Judge’s
discretion),  but the changes to their body are permanent (and may require
maintenance at times after the possession is over).

Table A: Daenthar’s disapproval
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